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Problem Statement
Despite Americans spending a significant portion of 
their workweek in meetings, studies reveal that 

 of these meetings are deemed unproductive due 
to issues like timeliness, topic consistency, and lack of 
follow-up action. This problem is particularly acute for 

over 
71%

Product Teams, which endure even more meeting time 
than other departments. 



It's clear that meetings are always here to stay, but it's 
time to reimagine how we can reduce wasted time and 

resources on disorganized and prolonged meetings, 
paving the way for a future free of boring meetings.

How Might We...?
Help Product Teams reduce unproductive 

work by increasing meeting efficiency?
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New Meeting
Set up a new meeting with AURA recommendations

Cancel Save Draft

Recommended Agenda

Introduction 20 min 

Introduce new team members to the team, say hi and do an ice breaker.

Dogs vs Cats 15 min 

Discuss whether dogs or cats are better household companions.

Fish vs Birds 5 min

Discuss whether fish or birds are better household companions.

Add Agenda Topic

Recommended Action Items

Research Cat Cafes Buy Dog Food Feed Pet Fish

Apply and Create Meeting

Create agenda

20240223_Agenda.pdf

or

Write your agenda below

Start writing here

Regenerate Recommendation

Olivia Rhye
olivia@company.com

Meetings

Members

Teams

Settings

Connect Your

AURA Device

Today’s Meetings

9 AM
1:1 with Beth

Zoom

4 PM
All-Hands Meeting

The Shed 110

New Meeting

Pre-meeting Mid-Meeting Post-Meeting

Auto-transform meeting plans into 
agendas or email drafts.



Recommend participants based on 
past meetings or action items.

Ensures punctuality with time-based 
agenda topics.



Focus by monitoring off-topic 
discussions with agenda keywords.

Automatically assign action items 
based on meeting content.



Share meeting notes as a polished 
PDF or text for easy access.

Research

Solution
Aura is the ultimate facilitator assistant to help boost onsite 
team meeting efficiency by working behind the scenes to 

understand, adapt, and respond to every meeting to ensure 
they are always dynamically action-worthy and on-time for any 

meeting format, any room, and any team.


We outreached to many alumni and product teams in the industry to 
understand what makes or breaks the line for an unproductive meeting. 
What was synthesized was that an overwhelming majority agreed that 

the primary factors of poor meetings were as follows:

From these factors, we refined our early concept model into a rapid 
prototype to test how removing or assisting these factors helped a 

simulated meeting’s time and productivity. 

The result showed that all experimental groups assisted by encouraged clarity, 
time management, meeting structure, and off-topic mediation resulted in a more 

productive meeting based on time of completion and follow-up actions.

Structure Mediate Efficiency Clarity

Experimental Group

Control Group
55% increase


in meeting 
productivity

no change

in meeting 

productivity


